e-estonia facts

social indicators

1.3 million population

91.6% of population uses the Internet regularly

463,559 smart-ID users

90% broadband coverage in households

224,570 mobile-ID users

87% of households have computers

1,351,376 active ID-cards

financial indicators

28B € /30B $ GDP

98% of people declared their income electronically

99.6% of banking transactions are done electronically

20% current tax rate

healthcare indicators

95% of data stored by hospitals and family doctors is digital

99% of prescriptions are done online

IN ESTONIA, IT TAKES 3 MINUTES TO FILE YOUR TAXES ONLINE.

IN ESTONIA, IT TAKES JUST 3 HOURS TO START A COMPANY. EASY!
e-government

- 98.2% ID-card penetration
- 46.7% usage of internet voting
- 110 countries votes cast from
- 66,000+ e-residents
- 1000+ yr working time saved by the X-Road
- 10,000+ business owned by e-residents
- 3,000+ services available via X-Road
- 700+ mil digital signatures used
- 2% GDP savings due to digital signature
- 52,000 organizations as indirect users of X-Road services

ICT sector

- 4,799 companies
- 3.6B € turnover
- 45,000 € value added per employee
- 5.9% of employees in ICT sector
- 7% of GDP ICT sector
Estonia’s rankings in digital society indexes and reports

1. OECD Tax competitiveness index (2018)
2. BERTELSMANN FOUNDATION Digital health index (2019)
3. FREEDOM HOUSE Internet freedom (2018)
4. WORLD BANK Ease of doing business (2019)
5. ITU Global cybersecurity index (2018)
6. OECD Data usage per mobile broadband subscription (2018)
7. WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM Entrepreneurial activity (2017)
8. INDEX VENTURE Startup friendliness (2018)
9. HERITAGE FOUNDATION Index of economic freedom (2019)
10. EUROPEAN COMMISSION EU digital economy and society index (2019)
11. WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM mobile-broadband subscriptions (2019)